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Handy

In 2013, Mark Elsdon created and released iBalance, which allowed you to
balance a borrowed cellphone on your fingertips.

But that trick became obsolete, as the gimmick doesn't work with any current
cellphone. Therefore, with the cooperation with Mark Elsdon, a brand new
version has been created- iLevel Pro.

The brand new iLevel Pro gimmick will work with any smartphone. Also, its
gimmick is much more invisible. You can even use it to balance other objects,
such as power bank, AirPods and so on.

We also provide a container to you to carry the gimmick anywhere.

Most importantly, the new gimmick is not like the old one. It’s easily to repair and
we give you everything you need, make sure you can use this gimmick for a long
time.

Get ready to take your phone magic to the next level!

SEE WHAT THE PROS ARE SAYING
"This looks so fair and genuine! Everyone you encounter has a phone nowadays
so this is the perfect trick to always have on you when someone says "Show me
a trick?" It's a must buy!" - Angelo Carbone

"Defy gravity at the proverbial drop of a hat! iLevel Pro works with every device.
Genius!" - Ben Harris

"iLevel Pro is exactly the kind of effect I like to perform. Visual, mysterious, and
super smart. Thanks for updating this beauty. Just a gorgeous piece of wonder!" -
Jonathan Friedman

"I love it! iLevel Pro is my new go-to when anybody asks to see me do some
magic. It's so visual and super practical to perform!" - Marc Oberon

"iLevel Pro is absolutely amazing! This is magic of the highest order... I’m really
proud to perform it too! Highly recommended!" - Mickael Chatelain
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"A refreshingly visual moment of astonishment with an object so common it would
be hard to find a time when you weren’t able to perform it! Why would you NOT
want to buy this? It is surely the biggest no-brainer of the year!" - Nicholas
Einhorn

"My all time favorite effect with a borrowed phone is back with a vengeance! Mark
and Hanson have smashed it. Simply beautiful!" - Roddy McGhie
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